SOCIAL MEDIA PACKAGE for Climate Justice supporters

After the successful campaign last year towards the Paris climate summit (COP21), ACT Now For Climate Justice invites you to join the Climate Movement again. From now, until the end of COP22, next month in Marrakesh, we will join forces to demand for Climate Justice for all. See below how to participate.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

1 FOLLOW US ON

facebook
FACEBOOK.COM/ACTCLIMATE
twitter
TWITTER.COM/ACTCLIMATE

If you have a Twitter and/or a Facebook account, we invite you to follow us. You can also find our profiles on the search function inside both Social Media platforms.

2 USE THE OFFICIAL HASHTAGS

#COP22 #ACT4Climate

The use of the same HASHTAG allows us to organize content and track discussion related to the campaign. Just type one of them when you publish something on Facebook or Twitter.

3 SPEAK OUT FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE

Tell us when you
LIKE ON FACEBOOK
LOVE ON TWITTER

and give your personal contribution

and spread the message

ACT NOW FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE

Comments or suggestions write to valter.muniz@actalliance.org